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i) Abstract

The flea beetle Phyllotreta nemorum L occurs in large populations on the island of
Sjælland, Denmark. Within these populations, some flea beetle individuals carry a
resistance gene which allows these individuals to bypass an anti predation chemical
produced by the crucifer Barbarea vulgaris ssp arcuata G-type R.Br. Resistant flea
beetles do feed on B. vulgaris. Flea beetles not carrying this gene are considered
susceptible and will not eat B. vulgaris.
Two methods of inheritance have been observed in lab raised flea beetles: Y-linked and
autosomal inheritance.
Using twenty-four microsatellite primer pairs developed by Verbaarschot et al. (2007)
and Veldkamp (2008) and specifically developed primers for a resistance gene in P.
nemorum (Ikink, 2008), an attempt was made to obtain linkage maps of two flea beetle
families, mapping the autosomally inherited resistance gene. The two families consisted
of 46 and 48 individuals, respectively, including parents. For both families, the parent
combination was chosen to be one heterozygous resistant parent and one susceptible
parent. Doing so, the resulting offspring segregated for resistance.
The obtained linkage maps failed to map the resistance gene, but did show very close
linkage of two other loci: PnD06 and PnD11. More linkage was found, but not all this
linkage is considered reliable, due to the small family sizes used. A phenomenon
probably caused by the small family sizes, is that additional linkage occurred in one of
the two families, which was in turn observed in both families. Overall, observed linkage
probably holds true, but might contain false linkage for some loci.
Initially, also a comparison with a map comprised of the Y-linked resistance and the
same microsatellite primers was to be made, but data from the Y-linked family proved to
be useless for the creation of a linkage map due to very low allelic variation and the fact
that very little crossing over occurs on the Y-chromosome (Veldkamp, 2008). A
comparison could therefore not be made.
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ii) Preface
The first time I heard about the flea beetle research at Entomology, was from Peter de
Jong during one of my university courses. That particular course required biology
students to write a project proposal for a small thesis project at one of the departments
of Wageningen University. I chose to do this for the department of Entomology. There, I
and three other fellow students were presented several different subjects from which we
chose the one regarding flea beetles. The proposal we wrote for that course led to me
writing a real thesis proposal for the research presented in this report.
I had several personal reasons to do this thesis. The first and foremost reason was to
obtain more experience in doing research. As my first thesis was composed almost
entirely of field work and identifying Dutch carrion beetles, I also wanted to do work in
which I had less experience, such as laboratory work. Additionally, I wanted to do
research which had a link to both animal and evolutionary biology. This thesis presented
me with the opportunity to combine all these elements in one single project. On top of
that, this project provided a variety in tasks, which appealed greatly to me.
I also set two personal goals I wanted to achieve during the project. Becoming more
experienced with working in the laboratory was the first, writing a report of modest size
the second.
As I write this preface in retrospect, I can say that I achieved both of my personal goals.
I learned a lot from working in the lab, using a wide variety of materials and methods.
Finishing up a great deal of work of a student who worked on the same project before
me, also taught me a lot and allowed me to conduct my own labwork more precisely and
faster than otherwise would have been possible.
Writing the report also came along just fine, as it turned out to be of normal size at 27
pages, excluding the appendices. The time I scheduled for writing turned out to be just
right, as I always met deadlines in time.
The project itself also proceeded without too many problems. Aside from the fact that I
had to make back-up crosses of flea beetles to get the right genotypes required for
linkage mapping and the loss of four 96-wells plates containing half the data I needed,
all things went smoothly. Finally, the results were not everything what I hoped for, but
better than expected. I hoped to link the resistance gene to other loci, but expected not
to find any linkage at all. In the end, some linkage was found, but the resistance locus
could not be mapped.
All in all, I can say this thesis project has been a success. I did learn a lot and the results
from this research will still help following projects further in mapping the resistance gene
of the flea beetle Phyllotreta nemorum.
Bram Winkelman, October 2008.
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1) Introduction

1.1) Historical background
In evolutionary biology, animal-plant coevolution is a well known phenomenon, ranging
broadly from the symbiotic coevolution of flowering plants and pollinating insects to the
antagonistic coevolution of giraffes and the acacia trees they feed on. Focussing on the
latter, antagonistic coevolution starts as either the plant evolves traits to escape
consumption or the animal tries to add a new food source to its diet. Whichever the one,
antagonistic coevolution then kicks off and both species attempt to evolve to either
‘achieve their goal’ or to prevent the other from doing just that (personal comments de
Jong, 2008).
Antagonistic coevolution seems to be a major driving force for allelic polymorphism in
organisms, leading to more general allelic diversity within populations (Thompson,
2005). A higher diversity of alleles increases the chances of beneficial mutations to be
present in a population of any species, thus increasing the population’s chances to
adapt to disease, parasitism, consumption by other species and to changes in food
source composition in its habitat (Griffiths et al., 2000).
Quite recently, the flea beetle Phyllotreta nemorum and a subspecies of the plant yellow
rocket, called Barbarea vulgaris ssp arcuata G-type, are considered to have engaged in
antagonistic coevolution in Denmark (Nielsen, 1997a; Nielsen, 1997b). The
oligophagous P. nemorum has developed resistance to the poisonous B. vulgaris Gtype, probably in order to add this plant species to its restricted diet. Resistant
populations of P. nemorum have been found on patches of B. vulgaris G-type in
Denmark. This was mainly on the isles of Falster and Sjælland at several locations (de
Jong & Nielsen, 1999).
Flea beetles were taken from the field and used to set up several laboratory strains in
order to study the genetic background of the resistance in P. nemorum. The flea beetles
most used in current research are the beetles which originated from field populations
near Taastrup (sT, which is an all susceptible line) and Kværkeby (Kv, which is a
laboratory brood with a high percentage of resistance) (de Jong et al., 2000; de Jong et
al., 2001).
Using these laboratory strains and lab reared poisonous B. vulgaris G-type, researchers
are currently investigating the antagonistic coevolution of P. nemorum and B. vulgaris at
the genetic, enzymatic, and ecological levels (de Jong et al., 2000; Breuker et al., 2005;
Verbaarschot et al., 2007; Shinoda et al., 2002; personal comments de Jong, 2008).
Meanwhile, studies on geographic distribution and spread of resistance in P. nemorum
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are also being conducted (de Jong et al., 2001; Nielsen & de Jong, 2005). Combined, all
this research is promoted to form the base on which a model for crop-insect antagonistic
coevolution can be constructed (Thompson, 2005).

1.2) Flea beetles in society & science
In human society, studies on antagonistic coevolution as seen with P. nemorum and B.
vulgaris G-type, is of great importance to the agricultural sector. As insects develop
resistance to both poisons in crops and insecticides, they pose a threat to the
economical feasibility and ability to reach production quota of this sector (Gatehouse &
Gatehouse, 1998; Guillemaud et al., 1999; McKenzie, 2000). Therefore, understanding
the coevolution and genetic basis of resistance is required to devise techniques to
counteract insect resistance or to bolster the defence of crops against these insects.
Finally, understanding the underlying genetics of coevolution is also of importance to
other aspects of human society. For instance, the coevolutionary process is similar to
the development of resistance against antibiotics in pathogens (Thompson, 2005).
Aside from the importance to society of this research, this particular instance of
antagonistic coevolution is also seen as one of the few known models of sympatric
speciation. Recent observations suggest that resistant populations of P. nemorum have
a higher fitness when they form populations of homozygous resistant beetles on B.
vulgaris G-type than when they interbreed with non-resistant (susceptible) conspecifics
(de Jong & Nielsen, 2002; personal comments de Jong, 2008).
An explanation for this could be that modifier genes are involved, which counteract
negative effects of the resistance gene on fitness. Interbreeding with susceptible beetles
might separate the modifier genes from the resistance gene via recombination, thus
reducing the fitness of the offspring (de Jong & Nielsen, 2000; de Jong & Nielsen, 2002).
This could very well lead to the emergence of resistant flea beetle sub populations on B.
vulgaris G-type within larger, susceptible flea beetle populations (see figure 1.1). As
interbreeding reduces fitness, these resistant populations can become genetically
isolated from the surrounding susceptible population. Eventually, this could lead to
sympatric speciation, as interbreeding will no longer occur. As sympatric speciation is
thought to be very rare, a model such as this is of great value for science.
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Figure 1.1: A schematic presentation of two resistant flea beetle subpopulations within a larger
susceptible flea beetle population.

1.3) Recent research
At the genetic level, the resistance of P. nemorum is still not well understood. Mendelian
crosses of resistant flea beetles with susceptible flea beetles have shown that resistance
has multiple possible modes of inheritance (de Jong & Nielsen, 1999; de Jong et al.,
2000). Autosomal inheritance, X-linked inheritance, and Y-linked inheritance have been
observed when certain lab strains of P. nemorum were used in crosses. However, the
existence of X-linked resistance is questionable at best (personal comments Nielsen).
The mentioned hereditary patterns of resistance, suggest several possible situations.
The most likely scenario involves one resistance gene to be present on an autosome,
which has become fused to the Y-chromosome in the case of Y-linked resistance. Other
possible scenarios are the existence of several different resistance genes or the
translocation of only the resistance gene from or to the Y-chromosome (Nielsen, 1999;
personal comments de Jong, 2008).
Because the chromosomal location of the resistance gene is unknown, twenty-four
microsatellites have been developed (10 by Verbaarschot et al. (2007); 14 by Veldkamp
(2008)) for P. nemorum and are currently being used to create linkage maps for the Ylinked resistance gene by Veldkamp (2008).
In addition, Ikink (2008) has developed three primers for a possible locus of the
resistance gene, one reverse primer and two forward primers of which one for the
susceptible allele, the other for the resistant allele. Preliminary test results indicate a
strong correlation between two found alleles and observed resistance in bio-assays.
However, the exact chromosomal location of the resistance gene still remains unknown.
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Linkage maps are a useful tool in genetic research as they can easily be used to locate
trait loci on the genome. To create a linkage map, two parents have to be crossed to
create a large number of offspring. Obtaining the required data can be done through
phenotypic observations, but usually, DNA is extracted from the offspring and both
parents and digested. Then PCR’s are performed with specially developed primers. For
this, both microsatellite primers and AFLP markers can be used.
Combining phenotypic traits of both parents and each offspring, the trait of interest can
then be linked to a certain primer locus if both segregated together in the offspring. The
degree of linkage (i.e. how closely both the trait and marker segregate together) can be
calculated via mathematical programs, such as Mapmaker, Gene Mapper or Joinmap.
These programs create complete linkage maps with all used primers and the traits of
interest. Distances are calculated in centimorgans, which is a measure for the
percentage of recombination between the traits, thus revealing the level of linkage (1
being very strongly linked, 50 being no linkage at all). To be able to create a dense
enough linkage map, somewhere around 80 to 100 markers are required, depending on
the number and length of chromosomes involved. Linkage maps can be created with
fewer markers, but this reduces the chance to locate the trait of interest.
Linkage maps have been built for several organisms important to bio industry and
agriculture, such as the sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum), the chicken (Gallus gallus
domesticus), and the potato (Solanum tuberosum) as well as for organisms important for
scientific research, such as the guppy (Poecilia reticulata), and the rat (Rattus
norvegicus) (Bonné et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2005; van Os et al., 2006; Aitken et
al., 2007; Shen et al., 2007).
In the case of Phyllotreta nemorum, linkage maps of the autosomal resistant strains
have to be created to aid further research. It will make it possible to locate the resistance
gene in both Y-linked and autosomal resistant strains. This will allow for the linkage
maps of the autosomal and Y-linked strains to be compared with each other. Doing so
will make it possible to assess which scenario is most likely: both the autosomal and Ylinked inherited resistance genes are at the same locus or they are not.
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2) Research question

The main objective of this research is to locate the resistance gene on the genome of
autosomal resistance in flea beetles via linkage mapping with microsatellite markers.
If time and availability allows, a comparison will be made with the results from the
mapping of the resistance gene in Y-linked resistance of P. nemorum, created by
Veldkamp (2008).
The research question posed for this research is stated as follows:
“Where on the genome is the resistance gene in Phyllotreta nemorum located, when this
resistance is inherited autosomally?”
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3 Materials & Methods

3.1) Flea beetle crossing and rearing
For this research, several flea beetle crosses were created. The first was the so called
Alpha cross (indicated with ‘α’). Twelve virgin female flea beetles from the resistant
Kvnew laboratory brood were each paired with a male beetle from the susceptible sT line.
The resulting couples were numbered α01 to α12. Because the females were only
tested on phenotypic resistance in bio-assays, genotypes were uncertain. The following
crossing scenarios were possible for each of the twelve couples:
Phet:

Rr (Kvnew) x rr (sT)

or

Phom: RR (Kvnew) x rr (sT)

To be able to obtain the required data for linkage mapping, only couples with a
heterozygous female were to be used. Heterozygosity or homozygosity of the female
was determined by looking at the ratios of resistance occurrence in the F1.
F1 resistance was determined through bio-assays.
To assure that at least two couples with a heterozygous female parent would produce
enough offspring, resistant female offspring was taken from couple α04 and from couple
α11 to create back-up crosses. These α04 F1 resistant females would certainly have the
heterozygous genotype required for linkage mapping.
The resistant female α04 F1 beetles were each paired with a male beetle from the
susceptible sT line to create the so called Beta cross (indicated with ‘β’). Seven couples
were made (β01 to β07).
The resistant female α11 F1 beetles were each paired with a male beetle from the
susceptible sT line to create the so called Omega cross (indicated with ‘Ω’). Six couples
were made (Ω01 to Ω06).
Flea beetle couples were housed in small plastic cups of approximately 6 centimetres in
diameter at the top and 5 centimetres at the bottom. One couple of flea beetles was
housed per cup. These cups were fitted with specially prepared charcoal-gypsum
basings, on which flea beetle females are known to oviposit (personal comments
Vermeer, 2008). Charcoal-gypsum basings also served as moisture dispenser. Cups
were closed with a lid containing an opening. This opening was plugged with a cottonwool plug to simultaneously allow aeration of the cup and preventing the flea beetles
from escaping.
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Cups with flea beetle couples were stored in temperature rooms of 25° Celsius, which
were lighted according to a strict day/night rhythm (L16:D8).
Flea beetles were fed thrice a week with two leaves of radish (Raphanus sativus),
preferably the cotyledons, each time. Flea beetle couples were moved into a new cup
each week, containing a fresh charcoal-gypsum basing. Replacement of the charcoalgypsum basing was required in order to prevent the cups from drying out and to prevent
development of fungi within the cups.

Figure 3.1: Model of the flea beetle housing cup, showing the lid with a cotton-wool plug sealing
the aeration opening. At the bottom, the charcoal-gypsum basing is shown, with radish leaves, a
flea beetle couple and flea beetle eggs on top of it.

Moving flea beetle couples also allowed for the placement of abandoned cups (including
the charcoal-gypsum basing) near young R. sativus plants inside a small biosphere.
Biospheres were located inside a temperature room with day/night lighting (L16:D8) and
an ambient temperature of 24°Celsius. R. sativus was watered when needed. Eggs laid
on the charcoal-gypsum basings were thus allowed to hatch near R. sativus. Newly
hatched larvae burrowed into the leaves and fed for about 6 days. Fresh young R.
sativus was added to the biospheres every two to three weeks. Larvae in their last instar
were taken out from the biospheres and placed in so called hatching buckets: a small
plastic bucket of about 15 centimetres high and 10 centimetres in diameter, containing a
8 centimetre thick layer of moist soil. Pupation took place within the soil and young flea
beetles emerged after a 12 to 15 day interval. Young flea beetles were collected within
three days of emergence and separated on sex. F1 beetles from different parents were
kept apart.
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Figure 3.2: The life cycle of the flea beetle, showing developmental stages and duration.

3.2) Determining resistance
Bio-assays were conducted with the F1 beetles from the twelve Alpha crosses to
determine whether flea beetle had the resistant or the susceptible phenotype. Bioassays were performed in similar small plastic cups as the ones in which the parent
couples were housed. One flea beetle was put in each bio-assay cup. The cups
contained two leaf discs of poisonous Barbarea vulgaris as the only possible food
source. Flea beetles put in bio-assays were not fed for several days prior to the assay or
had not fed at all since emergence (making it a ‘naïve’ flea beetle) in order to induce
‘hunger’. Naïve flea beetles were preferred, as no feeding experience could interfere
with the bio-assay. The duration of each bio-assay was three days, after which flea
beetles were scored as ‘resistant’, ‘susceptible’ or ‘unknown’. Each of these
characteristics was defined by the amount of food the flea beetle had eaten during the
bio-assay.
Additionally, as B. vulgaris is only poisonous when grown under certain conditions, each
bio-assay contained a few control flea beetles from the susceptible sT line to assure that
all B. vulgaris used was poisonous.
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Figure 3.3: A photo showing differences in amount of B. vulgaris leaf discs eaten by flea beetles.
The left part of the photo shows the amount eaten associated with the susceptible phenotype.
The middle part shows the ‘unknown’ phenotype, it is not clear whether the flea beetle was
susceptible and very hungry or resistant and not hungry. Finally, the right part shows the eating
pattern of the resistant phenotype. (picture by Kim Vermeer)

To determine resistance in the F1 of the seven Beta crosses and six Omega crosses, it
was chosen to use the ‘Gerjon primers’ (Ikink, 2008)(for in-depth information and primer
composition, see the thesis report by Ikink, 2008). The ‘Gerjon primers’ reveal
resistance at the genetic level, which removes the necessity of traditional bio-assays.
The main reason for this alternative approach was to reduce the time needed to obtain
genetic material from the F1 beetles. By using the ‘Gerjon primers’, the larvae were not
required to pupate and emerge as adults. Instead, larvae could be used to extract DNA
from, which was then used in PCR with the ‘Gerjon primers’ after which resistance was
determined on gel.

Figure 3.4: Scan of gel showing all three resistance genotypes: Left homozygous susceptible,
middle heterozygous resistant and right homozygous resistant. A PCR ladder is depicted at the
far left side, ranging from 2000 base pairs at the top, then going down to 1500 base pairs and
then to 100 base pairs at the bottom, with steps of 100 base pairs between.

Based on the results from the bio-assays and resistance determination by using the
‘Gerjon primers’, two ‘families’ were chosen to continue with. A ‘family’ was chosen to
consist of both parents and 46 F1 offspring. This size was chosen to fit the DNA
samples of exactly two families on one 96-wells plate. Only families with a heterozygous
resistant mother and susceptible father were considered. Of these families, DNA was
extracted for further research.
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3.3) DNA extraction, primers and PCR
DNA was extracted from both beetles and larvae of two families. This was done with the
Qiagen DNeasy® blood & tissue kit, using the following protocol: Purification of total DNA
from animal tissues (spin-column protocol)(see appendix A.1 for the detailed steps of
this protocol).
One small change was made to the protocol: in step 7 only 100 µL of buffer AE was
used to elute the DNA instead of 200 µL. DNA was stored in the dark at 4°C.
24 microsatellite primers were developed for P. nemorum by Verbaarschot & Veldkamp
(Veldkamp, 2008). All primers were developed for known heterozygous alleles in P.
nemorum in order to deduce hereditary patterns. Each primer was labelled with one of
three possible fluorescent labels, HEX, NED or 6-FAM.
For PCR, a small portion of each DNA sample (both families) was put on plate (96-wells
plate). Then each primer was individually put in PCR with the DNA of the two families on
plate and subsequently tested on gel. Plates with a positive result (i.e. bands on the gel)
were stored in the dark at -20°C until further usage (a complete protocol can be found in
appendix A.2).

Table 3.1: A list of all primers used in this research, containing information on labels, annealing
temperatures, expected fragment sizes, primer composition and predicted repeat motifs (a larger
version can be viewed in appendix C).

After testing for successful amplification on ethidium bromide stained agarose gel, a
schedule was made in which all plates with PCR products were distributed in groups of
three, with one of each fluorescent label per group. Plates with the PCR products were
then thawed after which 2 µL was transferred to a new plate containing H2O. All PCR
products per group were combined in the same plate. Plates were then purified with a
13

Sephadex® treatment to remove possible contaminants (a complete purification protocol
can be found in appendix A.3).

Table 3.2: The composition of all eight purified plates sent to Greenomics for analysis. Note that
expected fragment size does not overlap within plates and fluorescent labels are never used
twice or more on a single plate.

After purification, the resulting plates were sent to Greenomics for analysis. Using a
sequencer, the length of all fragments was measured and stored digitally. The resulting
digital data was analyzed with the GeneMarker® program. After analysis, genotypes of
each individual were put in Microsoft excel to allow further analysis in Joinmap® 4, which
was used to calculate the linkage maps.

3.4) Linkage mapping
With the Joinmap® 4 program, all data from the Greenomics analysis were combined
with the results from the ‘Gerjon primers’ to calculate a linkage map. Linkage maps were
calculated separately for both used families.
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4 Results

4.1 Cross schedules
On April 16th 2008, the first series of crosses was created, called the Alpha cross
(indicated with ‘α’). Twelve couples were created and numbered α01 to α12. All males
were susceptible sT beetles, all females resistant KV beetles. The first eggs were laid
five days later on April 21st (couples α02, α04 and α11). Other couples started producing
eggs later and some actually never did (couple α01 and α07). Producing couples
produced eggs for between eight and sixteen days, one couple continued producing for
twenty-six days (α11).
Larvae hatched five days after eggs were laid and were transferred to radish. After six
days on average, larvae were picked (the leaves containing larvae measuring about 4
mm were cut off from the radish plants) and put in hatching buckets. These larvae
burrowed into the soil inside the buckets and pupated. Young F1 beetles emerged in
groups after fourteen days on average.
Most couples produced too few offspring to be used for linkage mapping. Offspring from
couples which produced enough offspring were put in bio-assays (couples α06 with
seventy-six offspring, α09 with fifty-four offspring and α11 with fifty-eight offspring).
Additionally, the F1 from couple α04 was also put in bio-assays to test for resistance.
In order to assure offspring with the right genetic material usable for linkage mapping
would be obtained, two back-up cross series were made with heterozygous resistant
mothers, which were offspring of certain Alpha crosses. The first being the Beta cross
(indicated with ‘β’) and the second being the Omega cross (indicated with ‘Ω’).
The Beta cross was set up on may 27th 2008 and performed with 7 couples, where the
male was a sT susceptible beetle and the mother an α04-F1 resistant heterozygote.
Couples were numbered β01 to β07. As mentioned above, all α04-F1 were put in bioassays prior to pairing the α04-F1 females with the sT males. This was done to assure
only resistant females were to be used in these pairings.
All Beta couples produced eggs, which developed via the same time schedule as the
offspring from the Alpha cross. To increase the number of usable offspring, full-grown
larvae were used for DNA extraction instead of allowing them to pupate first. However,
only two couples produced enough offspring to create a linkage map. These were
couples β01 and β02. β01 yielded forty-three usable offspring, β02 yielded ninety-seven
usable offspring.
The Omega back-up cross was created on June 6th 2008 and was composed of six
pairs, numbered Ω01 to Ω06. Mothers were resistant female F1 from the α11 cross,
15

fathers were susceptible sT beetles. Fitness of the parents proved low, as most fathers
and mothers died within two and a half weeks. Only one couple managed to produce
enough offspring for the creation of a linkage map (couple Ω05) with fifty-two usable
offspring.
Adding up, only six couples produced enough offspring to use for the creation of a
linkage map: α06, α09, α11, β01, β02 and Ω05.

4.2 Resistance
Bio-assays were performed with the offspring of four couples from the Alpha cross (α04,
α06, α09 and α11). Results are given in table 4.1. As can be seen, none of these
couples produced offspring with a 50/50 ratio of resistant and susceptible beetles. This
rendered these couples and their offspring useless for linkage mapping.

Table 4.1: Bio-assay results for the three most productive crosses in the Alpha series.
Additionally, the bio-assay results from the α04 cross are shown because female F1 was used
from this cross to create the Beta crosses. Not all beetles obtained from these crosses were
used, causing the numbers mentioned to be lower than those in the text.

DNA was extracted from both the parents and offspring of the β01 and β02 couples after
which PCR’s with the ‘Gerjon primers’ were performed. Results are shown in table 4.2
(for a sample picture of results on gel, see figure 3.4). As can be seen, only half of the
F1 from both couples show resistance, which indicates a 50/50 ratio. This allowed
offspring from both couples to be used for the creation of a linkage map.

Table 4.2: Results from the PCR’s done with the ‘Gerjon primers’, showing the number of
resistant offspring in the two Beta crosses deemed usable for linkage mapping.
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Resulting from the above, the Ω05 cross was not needed to create a linkage map. Thus
offspring and parents belonging to this cross were stored away in the dark and frozen at
-20°C as back-up or for later use.

4.3 PCR results and linkage maps
Using the primer pairs mentioned in paragraph 3.3, all DNA samples from the β01 and
β02 families (parents and offspring) were used in PCR to yield data. Due to the loss of
the β01 female parent, DNA was also extracted from her parents and used for PCR.
Combining genotype data from both grandparents with the data from the β01 male
parent and all β01 offspring, the genotype of the β01 female parent could successfully
be recovered for each primer pair used in this research.
Analysis results from Greenomics revealed that several of the primer pairs lacked allelic
variation in PCR products. Data from these primer pairs could not be used for the
creation of linkage maps and was thus discarded. A table showing the allelic variation
for each primer pair can be found in appendices B.1 and B.2.
Discarded results for the β01 family were all data from the following primer pairs: PnA10,
PnB04.121, PnB11_311, PnBB08, PnD04, and PnD10. For the β02 family, the data from
the following primer pairs was discarded: PnA04, PnA06, PnA10, PnAB12, PnB04.121,
PnB11_311, PnBB08, PnC10, PnD04, and PnD10.
With the remaining data, linkage maps for both families were made in Joinmap® 4. The
resulting map showed some linkage between primer pair loci. The locus associated with
resistance could not be linked to any of the other primer pair loci and was thus not
mapped. Both linkage maps are shown below in figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Linkage map for the β01 family.
Linkage distance is given in centimorgans.

Figure 4.2: Linkage map for the β02 family.
Linkage distance is given in centimorgans.

Linkage of loci is calculated in centimorgans, which is the distance between two loci
measured via chance of segregation. Centimorgan distance ranges from 0 to 50, where
0 means the loci are so close, segregation will most probably not appear. A value of 50
means that the two loci exhibit 50% recombination and are very far apart on the same
chromosome or may actually be located on different chromosomes altogether.
As can be seen in the two linkage maps, the loci corresponding with PnD11 and PnD06
are very close together with no observed distance between them in the β01 family and
only 1,1 centimorgans apart in the β02 family. So, according to the calculated maps,
there is a chance between 0 and 1,1 % that the PnD11 and PnD06 loci will be separated
due to crossing over.
Other loci which show linkage according to the obtained map of the β01 family, are
PnE11, PnE10, PnD02, and PnD01 linked at a distance of 16,8 centimorgans to the
PnD11-PnD06 complex. Also, PnA04 and PnC05_11 show linkage with a distance of
7,7 centimorgans.
Linkage observed with the map of the β02 family is much less, due to a higher amount
of discarded data caused by a lack of variation in genotypes. Aside from the linkage
between PnD11 and PnD06, only linkage between PnBB06 and PnH12 was found. The
observed distance between these two loci is 10 centimorgans.
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All other loci which were not discarded, including the resistance locus, could not be
linked to any of other loci and thus are not shown in the maps shown in figure 4.1 and
figure 4.2.
Comparison data from Veldkamp (2008), which was supposed to be used for the
creation of a linkage map containing the Y-linked resistance, proved to contain too little
allelic variation to be used for the creation of a linkage map. Thus no comparison of
linkage maps from families with autosomal inherited resistance could be made with a
map from a family with Y-linked resistance.
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5 Discussion & Conclusion

5.1) Discussion
As presented in paragraph 4.3, two linkage maps were created, one for each of two flea
beetle families. Despite the fact that 24 primer pairs plus a primer to assess resistance
were used, only data from 18 pairs in the β01 family could be used to calculate the
linkage map. For calculating the linkage map of the β02 family, data from only 14 primer
pairs proved usable. All other data was useless due to lack of allelic variation in the
parents (i.e. both parents had the same homozygous genotype for these loci).
The fact that a lot of data was found to be useless due to lack of allelic variation in the
parents, probably stems from the fact that both fathers and the grandfathers from
mother’s side were all from the sT line, which has been bottlenecked several times in
the past. This bottlenecking has probably led to a gene pool with very little variation in
the sT line. Considering that the offspring of the β01 and β02 families were genetically
75% similar to sT line beetles, this lack of allelic variation should be no surprise.
After maps were calculated, several linkage groups were found. However, only one
couple of linked loci was observed in the maps of both families: PnD06 and PnD11.
These two loci were linked between 0 and 1,1 centimorgans apart, which indicates a
very strong linkage. Looking at the data, observed locus length for PnD06 and PnD11 is
very similar, the only difference being that PnD11 has 4 more base pairs per allele. This
suggests the loci might actually be the same locus, which can easily be tested.
Other linkage groups observed in the β01 family, was a group comprised of PnD01,
PnD02, PnE10, and PnE11 with a linkage distance between the two outer most loci of
5,9 centimorgans. This group was in turn linked to the PnD06-PnD11 couple at a
distance of 16,8 centimorgans. Separately from these six loci, two other loci were linked
together the β01 family: PnA04 and PnC05_11. Genetic distance between these two loci
was calculated to be 7,7 centimorgans.
Linkage observed in the β02 family was much less. Aside from the PnD06-PnD11
couple, only one other couple of loci showed linkage: PnBB06 and PnH12. Calculated
distance between these two loci was 10 centimorgans.
None of the linked loci were discarded in the other family, thus raising the question why
the observed linkage groups other than the PnD06-PnD11 couple did not occur in both
families. For most of the linked loci, allele variation is similar between both families. Only
primers PnD01 and PnD02 show more and different alleles at their loci in the β01 family
than in the β02 family.
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Because both families were of limited size, the calculated linkage distances are most
likely not very accurate. The linkage as observed in the maps, however, holds probably
true. To increase the accuracy of genetic distance between primer loci, more individuals
per family are required.
If we consider that a very low number of primer pairs was used, compared to other
research in which linkage maps were created with microsatellites (Takahashi et al.,
2005), it seems odd that so much linkage was found in this research.
Generally, a low number of primer pairs (less than 80) vastly reduces the chance to find
much linkage. Let alone the chance to link a primer locus to the resistance locus. This is
because loci can be anywhere on any chromosome and even if they are on the same
chromosome, loci have to be within a certain range of each other to be observed as
linked (these distances vary greatly between species). And although flea beetle
chromosomes tend to be on the small side, which might increase the chance on finding
linkage, it is not yet known if this holds for the flea beetle (personal comments
Verbaarschot, 2008).
A possible explanation for this amount of linkage is found in the two maps, might be the
limited family size. Because the β01 and β02 flea beetle families were relatively small in
size (46 and 48 individuals) compared to other research (van Os et al., 2006; Shen et
al., 2007), there is a chance calculated linkage happens by chance and not because of
true linkage.
As said, the locus of the resistance gene was not linked in the maps. Considering
chance, this should be no surprise. And if linkage was found, there might be a chance
that linkage was calculated by chance and was in fact no true linkage due to the low
number of loci used in this research.
In this research, two techniques were tested to shorten the time needed to obtain DNA
samples of flea beetle offspring. The first being the use of larval DNA instead of that of
adult flea beetles. The second being the use of the ‘Gerjon primers’ to obtain data
whether flea beetles were resistant to poisonous B. vulgaris or not.
Using flea beetle larvae for DNA extraction, proved to be just as easy as extracting DNA
from adult flea beetles. Using the same extraction method for both adults and larvae,
yielded similar amounts of DNA to be used in PCR. As the usage of larval DNA cuts the
two week interval time previously experienced while waiting for the larvae to pupate and
become adults, this improvement is recommended for future research.
As it was chosen to use larval DNA for PCR, adult beetles could no longer be put in bioassays. An alternate approach by uncovering the resistance genotype via the ‘Gerjon
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primers’ was chosen. This again cut three to four days of time previously spent by doing
bio-assays.
Using the two improvements in extracting and genotyping flea beetle DNA can decrease
the time required to obtain data from flea beetle offspring by two and a half week.

5.2) Conclusion
Concluding, the linkage maps created during this research show more linkage than
expected, based on the restricted number of usable loci for map calculation. Observed
linkage probably holds true, but chances are that some linkage is caused by false
linkage. False linkage might be caused by the limited family sizes. An indication for false
linkage, is the fact that most linkage between loci is only observed in either the β01 or
the β02 family, despite not much difference was observed between both families in the
alleles of the involved loci.
Due to its presence in both maps, the linkage of PnD06 and PnD11 can be considered
as very reliable. With the other observed linked loci, there is a chance linkage happened
by chance. But overall, the observed linkage probably holds true.
To reliably map the resistance locus and all other loci, both more primer pairs are
required (for a more dense map) and bigger flea beetle families are needed (for a more
accurate map). The latter is preferred to be obtained from two completely unrelated
parents to yield as much genetic variation in the offspring as possible.

5.3) Continuing the flea beetle research
This paragraph is meant to propose possibilities for the continuation and possibly
broadening of the flea beetle research. Proposed are ideas on which new thesis projects
or directions of research can be based.
Assess the relation between PnD06 and PnD11
The only primer pairs which exhibited strong linkage are most likely very close to each
other on the same chromosome. In fact, it might even be the same locus, as observed
alleles only differ four base pairs.
Using the forward primer of PnD06 and a reverse primer of PnD11 (or vice versa), it can
be tested in these combinations yield product in a PCR reaction. If product is observed,
its length can be derived through sequencing, thus providing data which can be used to
calculate the exact genetic distance. If almost no difference is observed, conclusions
may be that both primers amplify the same locus.
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Densify the microsatellite linkage map
A reliable linkage map usually cannot be created with only twenty-four primer pairs,
usually several hundred primer pairs are used instead. Using this many primer pairs
results in a dense linkage map on which traits can easily be mapped. To be able to do
this, a great deal of effort has to be put into the creation of these new primers, which will
also be very money intensive. Locating the resistance gene in the flea beetle genome
may therefore be easier and faster by using the FISH technique or through the use of
AFLP markers.
Using AFLP markers to map resistance
In contrast to microsatellite markers, AFLP markers are not species specific and thus do
not have to be specifically built for P. nemorum. AFLP’s can be readily bought and used
and thus saves money and time. There are downsides to this: a single AFLP marker
produces far less relevant information of an organism’s genotype than a single
microsatellite, because AFLP’s are not designed for specific parts of the genome. This
downside however is easily bypassed by the sheer amount of available AFLP’s, which
combined make it more informative than microsatellites.
Another downside is that AFLP’s bind to any strand of DNA, including human DNA. This
means working with AFLP’s should be done very sterile and strict, any pollution ruins the
validity of obtained data. This makes working with AFLP’s harder than working with
microsatellites, which should be taken into account if a student is to work with it.
All in all, the usage of AFLP’s seems to be an option if time and costs are to be lowered,
but should be reconsidered if chosen for a thesis subject as a high standard of working
skill is required. If desirable, AFLP data can be combined with the microsatellite data
and previous AFLP work on flea beetles by Breuker et al. (2005) for even more reliable
output.
FISHing for resistance
FISHing (FISH being the abbreviation of Fluorescent In-Situ Hybridization) is a
technique with which the resistance locus can be tagged with a fluorescent label. This
label has to be specifically designed for the resistance locus in order for it to work.
Therefore, it is required to know the genetic sequence of the resistance gene. Luckily,
Ikink (2008) has obtained this sequence and has designed primer pairs for it.
Using the FISH technique, the fluorescent label binds to the resistance gene on its site
in the genome and lights up under special lighting conditions. This can in turn be
visualized with a fluorescence microscope and photographed, thus revealing where the
resistance gene is located on the genome.
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Increase of allelic variation
To increase the chance of two parent flea beetles having as little similarity in allele
composition as possible, it might be wise to create a new susceptible line which is
completely unrelated to the resistant Kv brood. As both the sT and Kv flea beetles are
originally from the isle of Sjælland in Denmark, the new susceptible flea beetle line
should be made preferably with flea beetles from a very different region. The easiest
way to do this, is using Dutch susceptible flea beetles. Additionally, severely
bottlenecking this new line can be done to create a pure breeding line for loci on which
the current microsatellite primers are designed. This way, the parental genotype from
flea beetles of the proposed susceptible Dutch (sD) line is already known prior to
crossing with resistant beetles, which can be useful.
Using a flea beetle parent from this new unrelated susceptible line most probably
increases the reliability of linkage data obtained from future crosses.
Crossing Y-linked with autosomal resistance
Originally, the idea for this research was to compare the linkage maps of the two
families with autosomally inherited resistance with the linkage map of Y-linked inherited
resistance from Veldkamp (2008). This could not be done due to the fact that the
resistance was not mapped and because Veldkamp was unable to create a linkage map
at all.
However, data which might reveal if both versions of observed resistance (Y-linked and
autosomal) are the same locus or not can still be obtained by making a cross between a
resistant Y-linked male and a heterozygous resistant Kv female. The resulting
distribution of the resistance can reveal interesting information on this subject. Using the
‘Gerjon primers’ will most probably be the best option to obtain data on resistance
genotype, as it can show difference between homozygous and heterozygous offspring.
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Appendices
A.1
A.2
A.3
B.1
B.2
C

DNA extraction protocol
PCR protocol
Purification protocol
Found genotypes for the ß1 family
Found genotypes for the ß2 family
Overview of used primer pairs with details

A.1) DNA extraction protocol from insects
(based on the Qiagen DNeasy Spin-Column Protocol)
This protocol is reproduced from the Qiagen® DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Handbook
belonging to the Qiagen® DNeasy® Blood & Tissue kit. This protocol is adjusted to be
specified for the extraction of DNA from insects. Use all ingredients provided with the
Qiagen® DNeasy® Blood & Tissue kit for optimal performance.
1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Flash-freeze the insect imago or larvae in liquid nitrogen and grind it to powder in
a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. Add 180 μL Buffer ATL.
Add 20 μL proteinase K. Mix thoroughly by vortexing, and incubate at 56°C
until the tissue is completely lysed (approximately 4 hours). Vortex occasionally
during incubation to disperse the sample, or place in a thermomixer, shaking
water bath,or on a rocking platform.
Vortex for 15 s. Add 200 μL Buffer AL to the sample, and mix thoroughly by
vortexing. Then add 200 μL ethanol (96–100%), and mix again thoroughly by
vortexing.
Pipet the mixture from step 3 (including any precipitate) into the DNeasy Mini
spin column placed in a 2 mL collection tube (provided). Centrifuge at
≥ 6000 x g (8000 rpm) for 1 min. Discard flow-through and collection tube.
Place the DNeasy Mini spin column in a new 2 mL collection tube (provided),
add 500 μL Buffer AW1, and centrifuge for 1 min at ≥ 6000 x g (8000 rpm).
Discard flow-through and collection tube.
Place the DNeasy Mini spin column in a new 2 mL collection tube (provided),
add 500 μL Buffer AW2, and centrifuge for 3 min at 20,000 x g (14,000 rpm) to
dry the DNeasy membrane. Discard flow-through and collection tube.
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7)

8)

Place the DNeasy Mini spin column in a clean 1.5 mL or 2 mL microcentrifuge
tube (not provided), and pipet 200 μL* Buffer AE directly onto the DNeasy
membrane. Incubate at room temperature for 1 min, and then centrifuge for
1 min at ≥ 6000 x g (8000 rpm) to elute.
Store eluate in the dark at 4°C.

* During this research, only 100 μL Buffer AE was used instead.
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A.2) PCR protocol
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)

Make a mix on ice in a 10 mL tube, using the following ingredients:
1587,5 µL
H2O (nuclease free)
GoTaq buffer
500 µL
MgCl2 solution
150 µL
DNTP’s
50 µL
Forward primer
50 µL
Reverse primer
50 µL
GoTaq polymerase
12,5 µL
Transfer the mix to a 96-wells plate, pipetting 24 µL of the mix in each well.
Transfer 1 µL of each DNA sample to its corresponding well.
Seal the 96-wells plate with an airtight aluminium seal.
Centrifuge the 96-wells plate for 10 seconds on maximum G.
Place the 96-wells plate in the PCR apparatus and run the following program:
1:
94°C
for
180 sec
(3 min)
2:
94°C
for
30 sec
3:
[primer]°C * for
30 sec
4:
72°C
for
30 sec
5:
go to step 2, repeat 34 times
6:
72°C
for
600 sec
(10 min)
7:
4°C
for
Endless
8:
END
* Insert the correct annealing temperature for the primer used under “[primer]” in
order for the correct PCR program to be executed.
Store the 96-wells plate in the dark at -20°C.
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A.3) Purification protocol
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)
10)

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Prepare a sephadex plate, using the following protocol:
1a)
Fill the holes of a MultiScreen® column loader (45 µL) with Sephadex® G50 powder. Remove all excess powder.
1b)
Remove the lid of a MultiScreen® HTS 96-well filtration system plate. Place
the filter plate upside down (with the openings facing the holes of the column
loader) on top of the column loader. Invert the column loader and filter plate
together to fill all wells with the sephadex powder.
1c)
Add 300 µL purified H2O to each well and put the lid of the filter plate back
on. The plate is now a sephadex plate.
1d)
Store the sephadex plate in the dark at 4°C for at least 24 hours before
usage. Plates can only be used for two weeks after these 24 hours.
Fill the wells of a 96-wells plate with 14 µL purified H2O.
Choose a group of three primer products (see chapter 3.3) and transfer 2 µL of
product from the wells in each plate to its corresponding well in the new plate.
Work on ice. The new plate should now have a total of 20 µL mix per well,
consisting of 14 µL H2O and 6 µL PCR product of three different primers.
Centrifuge the 96-wells plate for 10 seconds on maximum G.
Centrifuge a prepared (as described in step 1) sephadex plate for 5 minutes at
910 G. Discard the effluent afterwards.
Pipet the mix from the plate with the three PCR products in the middle of the
corresponding wells of the sephadex plate. Do not pipet against the side, as the
mix will then leak away.
Place the sephadex plate with the mix on top of a new 96-wells plate.
Centrifuge the sephadex/96-wells plate combination for 5 minutes at 910 G.
Collect the effluent and discard the sephadex plate afterwards.
The PCR products are now purified. Either seal and store the purified plate with
the effluent in the dark at 4°C or continue with step 10.
Make a Rox500 sizer mix, using the following ingredients:
Formamine
1 mL
Rox500 sizer
20 µL
Fill the wells of a final 96-wells plate with 10 µL sizer mix. Work on ice.
Pipet 1 µL from each sample of the purified plate in the corresponding wells of the
final plate. Work on ice.
Seal the final plate and centrifuge the new plate for 10 seconds on maximum G.
(Re-)Seal the purified plate and store it in the dark at -20°C.
Bring the final plate at 4°C to Greenomics/PRI for analysis.
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B.1) Found genotypes for the ß1 family

Analysis results for each primer pair for the β01 family. Data discarded due to lack of
allelic variation is coloured grey.
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B.2) Found genotypes for the ß2 family

Analysis results for each primer pair for the β02 family. Data discarded due to lack of
allelic variation is coloured grey.
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C) Overview of used primer pairs with details
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